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DATA PROCESSING FOR NASA’S TDRSS DAMA CHANNEL

Christopher C. Long
Center for Space Telemetry and Telecommunications Systems
The Klipsch School of Electrical and Computer Engineering
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003-0001

ABSTRACT

Presently, NASA’s Space Network (SN) does not have the ability to receive random
messages from satellites using the system. Scheduling of the service must be done by the
owner of the spacecraft through Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). The goal of NASA
is to improve the current system so that random messages, that are generated on board the
satellite, can be received by the SN. The messages will be requests for service that the
satellites control system deems necessary. These messages will then be sent to the owner
of the spacecraft where appropriate action and scheduling can take place. This new service
is known as the Demand Assignment Multiple Access system (DAMA).
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INTRODUCTION

Currently, scheduling of time on NASA’s Space Network is processed through a
scheduling service at GSFC. If a satellite owner requires time on the system they will
contact GSFC where the request will be processed by a scheduling computer. Once the SN
scheduling system has determined a configuration for the service it will be sent to the
owner prior to the requested service time. The system will then configure the necessary
equipment to support a forward and or return link for the desired service. The satellite can
then upload or download data via the specific configuration dictated by the scheduling
computer. There is however an obvious disadvantage to this system. New satellites, and
some older satellites, operate on board diagnostic exams thereby allowing them to
determine if there is a need for service. However, currently there is no service allowing the
satellite to relay this data to the owner without first being prompted by the SN. Therefore
some satellite’s potential is not fully utilized, that is the satellite can not ask for service,
even though it determines service is required. It has become desirable to develop a demand
assignment system that would enable the satellite to request service when its on board



control system determines that action needs to be taken. The basic goal of the design is as
follows:

1. Design a system that can truly detect random requests with no prior knowledge
of a request.

2. Design a receiver that will receive and process these requests.

In this paper, we will examine the needs of such a design.

CURRENT SYSTEM OPERATION

The current system has two basic types of service. The first type of service is the single
access (SA) system. This is simply a time division multiplexed system (TDMA). The
ground station will gimble antennas on the relay satellite to point to the desired user
satellite. The satellite will then have a fixed, pre-defined, amount of time on the SA
channel. When the time has expired the system will set up service to another satellite. This
type of service is generally scheduled well in advance, and is very well defined. The
second type of service is the multiple access system. This is a code division multiple
access system (CDMA). Each user in this service shares a common carrier frequency (i.e.
single channel) but spreads its data with a unique Pseudo-random noise code (PN code).
The PN codes are orthogonal to each other and therefore allow the signal to be deciphered
in the receiver based on its particular PN code.

The system currently knows, a priori, the position of the various satellites using the MA
system. Therefore the ground station will electronically configure a 30 element phased
array antenna located on the relay satellite to receive the various MA signals. The ground
station will also predict the signal’s Doppler shift, which is caused by the user satellite
moving relative to the relay satellite. This, along with knowledge of the satellites orbital
parameters and its location relative to the relay satellite, will allow the system to
accurately predict the signal’s carrier frequency. This information is then used to configure
the MA receiver to the proper carrier frequencies for receiving the MA signals. Prior
knowledge of the Doppler offset, and thus the carrier frequency, of the incoming signal is
fundamental in recovering the desired data in the present system.

NEW SYSTEM OPERATION

The goal of the new system is to allow satellites to use the MA channel to broadcast
random messages requesting service by the SN [1]. This service will be called the Demand
Assignment Multiple Access or the DAMA system. Once a request has been received by
the system it will be verified and sent to the satellite’s owner. The owner can then ignore



the request or take appropriate action such as scheduling time on the SA or MA channel
The single access (SA) portion of the network will not be affected in the new system. It is
important to note that in this case the ground station will not know when, where, or from
whom the service request is generated. This problem is addressed latter in the paper. The
basic flow of this DAMA system is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Operational Flow of DAMA Request

 As was discussed above the MA channel is a CDMA system. In the new system satellites
will generate service requests using a common PN code dedicated for service requests
only. This will enable other scheduled MA traffic and the random service request traffic to
share the common channel. A single element of the 30-element phased array antenna will
be used to service DAMA requests. The evaluation of the single element antenna
performance as well as link performances are contained in separate reports [3] and [4].
Finally, an outline of data processing, once the raw data is recovered, must be examined.



IMPLEMENTATION OF CHANGES

As was discussed above a common PN code will be used for all DAMA requests. A single
element on the phased array will also be used to receive DAMA requests. However,
because this is a random system the SN does not know the satellite’s location when a
service request is generated, and for that matter if any satellite is even broadcasting service
requests at all. This leads to the problem of DAMA signal detection and then prediction of
the DAMA users carrier frequency. The problem is really two fold. One, since the signal is
random it might or might not be present depending if requests are being made. Secondly,
because of the lack of knowledge of the satellite’s position when the request is generated,
the carrier frequency (affected by Doppler shift), is not known. An innovative
implementation of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) provides a solution to the above
problems [1] and [4]. In short, because this is DAMA request it is basically only an
orderwire service, that is only requests are made in this service. Therefore the data rate
does not have to be as high as the other MA users (the other MA users are transmitting
data). Slowing the data rate of the DAMA user will facilitate the detection of a DAMA
user in the MA frequency spectrum. Figure 2. Once the signal has been detected and
determined to be a DAMA user, analysis on its spectral components can be performed and
its carrier frequency can be determined [4]. The correct carrier frequency will be used by
the receiver processing the signal.



The proposed receiver configuration of the system is shown below in Figure 3. It consists
of the new Doppler predictor which basically determines if there is a DAMA user and then
determines the carrier frequency of the DAMA user. Once the carrier frequency has be
determined it is sent into a carrier recovery system which is basically a carrier tracking
system. Finally the carrier and phase information obtained by the carrier recovery loop is
then passed to a demodulator for processing. The design of the carrier recovery loop is
shown in Figure 4 and the demodulator design is shown in Figure 5. The carrier tracking
loop and the demodulator are standard and can be found in almost any communications
book.



To this point the emphasis has been paid to the reception and demodulation of the DAMA
users data. To complete this study the handling and use of the received data must be
discussed. Once the data is recovered it will go through following procedures.

1. The user must have valid authorization to use the SN. That is the user must have a
valid electronic identification to enter the system.

2. Determine if the type of request is valid for the system.

3. Determine if the request is valid for that particular user. That is the satellites
capabilities must match its request.

4. The next step is to predict the orbital parameters of the satellite to determine if
service is possible (i.e. satellite must be in view of a relay satellite at the time of
desired service).

5. Determine if the requested time and or channel is available.

6. Coordinate this information with the satellites owner. The owner can then request
the service, decline the service or if applicable explore alternative options.

7. If the owner requests the service the service will be scheduled in the computer and
the SN will then use the Single Multiple Access (SMA) forward service to inform
the satellite of the service.

8. If the owner doesn’t not desire service the SMA service will inform the satellite that
no service will be scheduled.

The majority of these steps can be easily accomplished with a PC and COTS software.



 CONCLUSION

This design addresses the two main goals of the system. One, the use of a single antenna
element with global coverage eliminates the need for antenna pointing to receive DAMA
request. Therefore the SN requires no prior knowledge of a request. Combined with the
use of a dedicated PN code for the DAMA service makes this a truly random access
service. Second, with the adjustment of data rates for the DAMA service and the use of
front end signal processing to predict DAMA users and their carrier frequency, standard
receiver design can be employed to process the DAMA requests. Once the data is
recovered it can then be processed using standard commercial of the shelf data base and
orbital prediction software. This makes the system simple to design while still being
effective.
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